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FROM THE BISHOP OF DURHAM 

 

 
 

Dear Potential Applicant, 

 

Thank you for responding to the advert for the new Dean of Durham. This is an 

exciting and challenging post. 

 

We hope that the information which follows will help you as you prayerfully discern 

whether or not to make an application. 

 

We thank you for the time, prayer and energy that you will put into this, knowing that 

making an application takes considerable personal thought and time. 

 

Whatever the outcome for you personally, please do pray with us that the Lord will 

guide all involved as to the right person to take on the role for the coming years. 

 

In Christ’s fellowship, 

 

+Paul Dunelm 

 

Bishop Paul’s Statement 
 

I have enjoyed a strong, healthy working relationship with both Dean Michael Sadgrove 

(in post when I was appointed in 2014) and Dean Andrew Tremlett (whom I appointed). 

This was built on meeting regularly, my own engagement with the Cathedral, their 

effective involvement as part of the Bishop’s Leadership Team, their commitment to the 

wider life of the Diocese and a deep respect for the differing responsibility each of us 

hold in the respective roles. I look for this to continue with a new Dean and offer a few 

headlines that I believe are important in the person who comes to serve in this role.  
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Spiritual Leader  

 

The primary calling of the Dean is to be the spiritual leader of the worship, prayer, 

service and witness of Durham Cathedral. So the Dean must be one who loves God in 

Jesus Christ, seeks to live in the power of the Holy Spirit, and believes that the church as 

the body of Christ is called to serve God’s kingdom in the world. This may be expressed 

personally rooted in any of the traditions found within the Church of England, and open 

entirely to encouraging all traditions, recognising the particular traditions and calling of 

Durham Cathedral.  

 

The Cathedral is loved by people across the world, and owned locally as a place of deep 

significance. This is variously as a place of pilgrimage, a church, a quiet space, an historic 

building with great historic treasures, a place of learning, a great place to volunteer, a 

place of work, a place of astonishing beauty in its architecture, art, music, surrounds, 

and simply a great place to visit as a tourist. The Dean has to ensure all these diverse 

aspects are held together, managed and developed well, and sustained into the future 

but s/he must always first be a leader of the spiritual life of the Cathedral as a follower 

of Jesus Christ who wants others to encounter God, and become fellow pilgrims of Jesus.  

The Dean also needs to be known and seen as part of the spiritual leadership of the whole 

Diocese sharing ministry with the Diocesan Bishop alongside the Bishop of Jarrow, the 

Archdeacons, clergy and lay leaders of the Diocese.  

  

Team Leader and Team Player  

 

The Dean must be able to lead the whole Team of the Cathedral staff and volunteers by 

leading the Chapter, and the Leaders of other Departments very well. This means 

leading a Team of highly gifted, skilled and experienced leaders. So delegation is vital 

whilst able to hold the whole picture together. The Dean must be able to help the whole 

team take bold and difficult decisions when necessary and always encouraging growth 

and development of all areas of key strategic life.  

 

The Dean must be able to act as a Team Player at times within the Chapter and clearly 

as part of the Bishop’s Leadership Team, and in the governance life of the Diocese 

through the Bishop’s Council.  

 

Specifically it is important that the Cathedral seeks to align itself clearly with the 

Diocesan vision, ‘Blessing our communities in Jesus’ name for the transformation of all’ 

and help the Cathedral play its full part in working with the 4 Diocesan Priorities of 

Energising Growth, Challenging Poverty, Engaging with Children, Youth & 18-25s, & 

Caring for God’s creation.  
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The Dean will also find her/himself as a team player, and leader in aspects of University 

and civic life. S/he is likely to also take on some national role.  

  

Outward Facing 

 

The Dean must be outward facing her/himself and lead the Cathedral in being outward 

facing in mission, both in service and evangelism. S/he needs to seek to ensure that the 

Cathedral staff and volunteers always see themselves as existing to serve God and God’s 

world, not serve the Cathedral itself.  

  

And Finally  

 

I have every confidence God is preparing to call the next Dean of Durham out from 

wherever they are currently serving. I look forward to serving with them. It will be 

obvious from any quick look at Crockford’s that the next Dean will see a vacancy in the 

See of Durham and play their part in the vacancy, appointment and welcoming in of a 

new Diocesan Bishop. I will happily talk about this privately with short-listed candidates 

once we reach that part of the process.  

I end simply saying this is a wonderful Cathedral in a wonderful Diocese. Being Dean is 

challenging and a big job but the God who calls to it is faithful and will give grace to the 

person called to serve here.  

  

+Paul Dunelm  

Bishop of Durham 
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ROLE PROFILE 

 

Purpose of the role  

To lead the life and work of Durham Cathedral and to share with the Bishop of Durham 

and other senior colleagues in the oversight of the Diocese of Durham.  

  

Opportunities of the role   

  

These will include:   

  

• Bringing a renewed, visible, unifying leadership, vision and purpose.  

 

• Being a servant-hearted and pastoral minister to all parts of the Cathedral 

community, recognising the past, but bringing a sense of joyful hope for the 

future.  

 

• Building, expanding and diversifying the existing platform of relationships and 

partnerships, turning the Cathedral into a powerhouse of mission, both 

evangelism and social justice, making sure it is a force for good in the city, Diocese, 

county and region. That it is seen as a welcoming, open and accessible place for 

all.   

  

• Working to ensure that the Cathedral, its leadership, work and mission are fully 

integrated into all aspects of Diocesan life, working in partnership in proclaiming 

the Gospel.   

  

• Recognising the significant challenges facing the Cathedral, but also realising the 

enormous potential. To build on the work started in implementing the Cathedrals 

Measure, striving to ensure that sound governance and accountability are in 

place.  

  

• Growing all parts of the Cathedral community to be younger and more diverse.   

  

• Continuing to grow Durham Cathedral as a place of pilgrimage.  

  

• Recognising and appreciating the financial situation, the rich heritage and fabric 

of the Cathedral and its estate as something that needs careful and constant 

stewardship to be sustainable, particularly recognising the Church’s commitment 

to environmental care, protection and Carbon Net Zero.   
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Main responsibilities of the role  

 

These main responsibilities are common to all Deans in the Church of England:  

  

• As Dean and senior priest in the Diocese, to share with the Bishop and other senior 

colleagues in the oversight of the Church’s mission, and to be a member of the 

Bishop’s Council, the Bishop’s Staff Team and the Diocesan Synod;  

 

• As head of the Cathedral foundation and its principal dignitary after the Bishop, 

to preside over the Cathedral Chapter, with it to direct the life and work of the 

Cathedral, and to take emergency decisions on behalf of the Chapter when 

circumstances require;  

 

• To represent the Church in public life across the Diocese, to grow partnerships 

with faith and secular institutions, and to contribute to their intellectual, social and 

theological capital;  

 

• To preside over the College of Canons, working with any successor to the 

Cathedral Council and relevant statutory bodies, and in collaboration with the 

Chapter to ensure sound governance across the Cathedral;  

 

• To exercise leadership in the Cathedral’s liturgy, preaching and pastoral care, to 

develop healthy team working, and to be personally committed to its pattern of 

daily worship and prayer;  

 

• To lead the mission and outreach of the Cathedral, including the presentation of 

its heritage and the interpretation of the Gospel message of which the building 

speaks, to have oversight of the Cathedral’s development and to lead in securing 

funds for its immediate and long-term future;  

 

• To ensure that the Cathedral’s operations are properly managed, including staff, 

finance, compliance and the care of the fabric;   

 

• To ensure that the constitution and statutes are faithfully observed; and  

 

• To exercise responsibility for safeguarding of children, young people and 

vulnerable adults, the pastoral care of survivors of abuse, and the creation of a 

culture in which all will flourish, and which is coherent with the safeguarding 

policies of the Church of England.  
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PERSON SPECIFICATION 

  

• An experienced, confident leader and pastor who is emotionally intelligent, 

visible, communicative, unifying, empowering and encouraging. A courageous 

leader who is collaborative, decisive, unafraid to challenge, undefended and 

humble.   

 

• Someone who is committed to personal wellbeing, nourished by the healthiness 

of their own personal spiritual life, learning and development.  

  

• A gifted preacher and teacher who is committed to prayer, to inspiring people as 

confident missionary disciples, a mixed ecology of church and growing the church 

younger and more diverse. An innovative and creative leader in mission with the 

ability to navigate and balance the whole spectrum of life at the Cathedral.  

  

• Someone who can grow to love the people of Durham and the North East, 

passionate about pilgrimage, the heritage of the Northern Saints and for 

developing and promoting Durham Cathedral’s place at the heart of the region.  

  

• Has a heart for a variety of different styles of worship and ways of being Church, 

including the Cathedral’s core, which is the Anglican choral tradition.   

  

• Gifted and collaborative in developing partnerships, someone at ease in the 

public square, passionate about social justice and able to break down barriers. 

Working in partnership with the Diocese to lever the Cathedral’s convening 

influence. Someone who draws life from community engagement, working with 

others and is able to move seamlessly between intersecting worlds and 

relationships, including Durham University.   

  

• Understands the need for good governance and effective implementation. Sound 

financial and commercial awareness. Experience of leading, developing, 

motivating and empowering staff and volunteer teams. Someone who is strategic, 

tactical, resilient and looks to the long-term with the ability to instil and inspire a 

strong sense of momentum and purpose.  
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A NEW DEAN OF DURHAM 

Statement of Need by the Chapter of Durham Cathedral  

 

Introduction  

 

The members of Chapter of Durham Cathedral, led by the Dean, are stewards of the 

Shrines of St Cuthbert and of the Venerable Bede. Durham Cathedral, the mother church 

of the Diocese of Durham, is unique in the Church of England for its inheritance of these 

great icons of English – and especially northern – spirituality. We also house a relic of St 

Oswald and altars dedicated to St Hild of Whitby, St Aidan of Lindisfarne and St 

Margaret of Scotland. The Treasures of St Cuthbert and an almost unrivalled collection 

of manuscripts and books including three copies of Magna Carta are also housed within 

or very close to the Cathedral. The building, the third church on this site, is part of a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site and was described by Bill Bryson as the ‘best cathedral on 

planet earth’ – a claim which led to him being appointed Chancellor for six years of the 

University which the Chapter of Durham Cathedral in collaboration with the Bishop 

founded in 1832. Durham has also been voted the nation’s favourite cathedral on several 

occasions.  

 

As such, the Chapter believes that Durham Cathedral needs a person of existing stature 

to lead the Cathedral in its spiritual development in order to deepen the faith of its 

worshipping community and constant stream of pilgrims and to establish Durham 

Cathedral as a significant centre of preaching and teaching with an international 

reputation as a place that stands for Jesus Christ and his Gospel.  

 

A new Dean would be an infectious communicator of the Gospel to the cathedral 

community, to the Diocese of Durham, to the two cities of Durham and Sunderland, and 

beyond and, along with the existing clergy, would consolidate expressions of a 

Christianity which is transformational while also being plausible to those who stand on 

the edges of faith. They would do this creatively, imaginatively, positively, diversely and 

inclusively – not least for the benefit of the 20,000 Durham University students who 

spend three or more formational years living within sight of the Cathedral. Along with 

students at schools and other places of tertiary and higher education in the region, they 

are hungry for a sacred space to inhabit within which they can still ask questions about 

life and faith.  

 

An audit in July 2021 by the Social Care Institute for Excellence found Durham 

Cathedral’s approach to safeguarding of children and vulnerable adults to be of a 

consistently high standard. We are not complacent about this and continue to build upon 

our belief that safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility. A new Dean would lead our 

ongoing efforts to make the Cathedral safe space for everyone who comes here.  
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A new Dean would be an individual who recognises the significance of worship in 

cathedrals and would not only bring the local community to the Cathedral but would 

also take the Cathedral out into the community such that Durham Cathedral’s model of 

ministry was tangible and effective throughout the region. As such, a new Dean needs to 

possess or develop a strong affinity with the North East of England and an understanding 

and sympathy with its heritage and demographic – especially within the Diocese of 

Durham. The individual must become firmly rooted in the North East: a national or 

international figure who is also decidedly a local figure but whose existing stature feeds 

the North East and contributes to the spirit of ‘levelling up’.  

Sacramental worship and the daily office suffused with the English choral tradition and 

enriched by the spirituality and prayer of the Northern Saints undergirds the Cathedral’s 

liturgy. The Chapter is committed to this style of worship for its community of regular 

worshippers while working to maintain a fresh feel and decent pace to the passage of the 

liturgy and also enabling a balance of different styles of worship on special occasions and 

for different audiences.  

 

Our Cathedral Choir is made up of 6 Lay Clerks, 6 Choral Scholars and up to 24 boy 

Choristers and 24 girl Choristers. The boys and girls sing separately and, on special 

occasions, together. The latter are all educated at Durham Cathedral Schools Foundation 

where they pay one third fees for which there is also bursarial assistance on a means-

tested basis. The Cathedral Choir is complemented by Durham Cathedral Consort of 

Singers, a voluntary Choir, and Durham Cathedral Young Singers, an offshoot of our 

music outreach programme.  

 

Durham Cathedral has undergone a significant change management programme 

triggered by the coronavirus pandemic. Its finances are precarious. It is asset rich but cash 

poor and the current cost of living crisis is hampering our plans to make the Cathedral 

financially sustainable. However, the change management programme established a 

team of leaders who have the vision and skill to ride the storm and to continue to make 

tough decisions to bring about structural sustainability. A new Dean will need to have 

the stomach to support those tough decisions but we do not look for further management 

revolution from a new Dean, merely evolution of existing strategies – not least so that the 

new Dean is able to lead spiritually as well as materially.  

 

As such, a new Dean would be one who built consensus without confrontation and was 

compassionate and kind with a collegial management style and who worked 

collaboratively with the cathedral community: its staff, volunteers, regular worshippers 

and visitors.  

 

Spiritual Life and Leadership  

 

A new Dean of Durham will be one who embraces the spiritual life and who 

demonstrates this by the way in which they preside at public worship – in a style that 

comes from deep wells of personal faith and prayer; someone who openly displays their 
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faith and devotion to Christ and whose authority is derived from strength and 

authenticity. The Calendar of Holy Days and the intercession of the saints is important at 

Durham Cathedral and punctuates the rhythm of our prayer and spirituality. As such, a 

new Dean of Durham will appeal to the Northern Saints in prayer and recognise fully 

that the Cathedral was built as a shrine – a shrine that survives to this day as a witness to 

human lives deeply blessed by God. Their leadership will first and foremost be 

demonstrated in public worship and this leadership will be characterised by passion, 

sensitivity, compassion and gentle wisdom. They will be a solid theologian with natural 

gravitas and this will inform their response to the economically disadvantaged regional 

context in which Durham Cathedral and the Diocese of Durham are situated such that 

they will make full use of the role of Dean of Durham for the benefit of the local 

communities which look to Durham for leadership and inspiration, through partnership 

and connectivity within the region and beyond.  

 

Theology  

 

A new Dean of Durham will understand the difference it makes to be a Christian – that 

God is love and is uniquely revealed in Jesus Christ. They will be demonstrably in tune 

with the current theological picture, especially but not exclusively in the Church of 

England. They will be one who understands the natural incarnational bent of Anglican 

theology and interprets the world theologically through that prism. They will engage 

progressively with the issues of the day, credibly and reasonably. We are conscious that 

the new Dean’s arrival will coincide with the debate around human sexuality and same 

sex marriage. As an example of our current engagement with that debate, Durham 

Cathedral takes part in the annual Durham Pride March and a new Dean would need to 

embrace the tension that comes with that participation but understand the reputational 

risk of preventing future involvement. We seek one who stands up for equity, diversity 

and inclusivity in its broadest sense – not just the LGBT community but also gender, 

ethnic background, refugee status, social and economic background and more, valuing 

individuals and communities and ensuring that their voices are heard. A new Dean of 

Durham will exercise theological judgment, without merely promoting personal views, 

within the parameters of the teaching of the Church of England and in obedience to the 

Bishop of Durham – presenting breadth of vision, sensitively and with nuance.  

 

Vision for Mission and Delivery  

 

A new Dean of Durham would need to understand the mission of the Cathedral and the 

potential of this unique sacred place to enable encounters with God in Jesus Christ both 

within and without its walls. They will also need to understand the mission of the Diocese 

of Durham to challenge poverty, energise growth, care for God’s creation, and work with 

children and young adults, and to work with the Bishop and the Bishop’s Leadership 

Team to support that mission as well as complement it. At the same time, we are 

enthusiastic about our relationship with other denominations of Christianity and indeed 

with other faiths. Everything that we do should be connected to faith and the rationale 
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for all activity and effort should first be explored. Durham Cathedral is prepared to try 

things even if they are not ultimately successful. We are mature enough to admit when 

something is not quite right and we are not hidebound by custom and practice. We are 

keen to make religion accessible and to encourage the unchurched to explore faith. We 

want to grow the number of our regular worshippers. As such, everything we do is 

missional – intentionally so.  

 

Working with others  

 

Durham Cathedral’s community is a single team of people – each part of the whole; none 

the whole of one part. A new Dean’s presence here will be strong and recognisable 

without evincing inappropriate levels of deference from others, embracing teamwork by 

actively supporting and encouraging it. They will be good at listening and demonstrate 

true empathy with people’s roles and responsibilities and dissolve hierarchies and silos. 

They will manage the community ‘on the hoof’ through their visibility and 

approachability and be blind to status. They will bring out the best in people, enabling 

them to make decisions and achieve results, while nevertheless being able to check and 

challenge when it is necessary, justly and with mercy. As a result, everyone will feel able 

to play their part in championing the mission and ministry of Durham Cathedral to the 

greater glory of God. Volunteers have a central and cherished place in the community 

and so a new Dean will be able to nurture, and have a particular care for, all those who 

give their time so generously in support of the Cathedral’s mission.  

 

Hundreds of thousands of people come to Durham Cathedral each year and the 

Cathedral should impart something inspiring to each of them, young and old, frequent 

visitors or passers-by. A new Dean of Durham will establish an authentic presence in 

Durham while also being able to take Durham Cathedral’s model of ministry to other 

parts of the UK and beyond.  

 

Management of Resources and Structures 

 

Durham Cathedral is well on with the implementation of the new Cathedrals Measure 

2021. Governance and scrutiny are strong and the Chapter is clear about the difference 

between strategy and operation. The Executive Leadership Team has been working in 

complementarity to the Chapter for nearly two years and we have begun the work 

required to register with the Charity Commission. A new Dean will be released from the 

need to initiate any of this but they will need to understand and embrace it quickly and 

grasp the importance of continuing oversight in all aspects of governance, strategy, 

management and execution swiftly and efficiently so that the ball is not dropped at any 

time.  

 

It is true to say that the Cathedral’s resources have their limitations. People are stretched 

after the exigencies of Covid and the change management programme recently effected, 

but they are committed and faithful and will continue to be so under good leadership. At 
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the time of writing, there is still a structural deficit of some significance but the Chapter, 

the Executive Leadership Team and our financial advisers are working together to 

resolve the deficit once and for all with a plan which should lead to small surplus 

operating budget during the financial year 2024-2025. A new Dean with imagination and 

resolve who makes good use of their team will be able to keep the Cathedral on its road 

to recovery with resolve and stability.  

 

Engagement in Community Life and Public Issues  

 

A new Dean of Durham will need to look beyond the immediate vicinity of Durham 

Cathedral – Palace Green and the College (the cathedral close) – to grasp quickly that 

Durham city sits at the heart of a region with significant economic challenges. Durham 

Cathedral is keen to play its part in bringing greater recognition of the region’s needs to 

the people in power and accrue benefits to the people of the North East in whatever way 

it can. Durham Cathedral’s new Institute for the Public Square is well placed to assist in 

this process and is also a key way of engaging with students and university staff who 

might otherwise have given up on religion. To enable its work further, a new Dean of 

Durham will possess a character and personality that is magnetic and attractive – thus 

making the role of Dean visible and noticeable around the cathedral estate and in the 

public life of the region.  

 

Durham University recently reaffirmed the Dean’s historic place ex officio on the 

University Council and the Bishop of Durham’s role as Visitor. The Van Mildert Professor 

of Divinity is a residentiary Canon and the Michael Ramsey Professor of Anglican Studies 

is an Honorary Lay Canon. All students matriculate and graduate in the Cathedral. The 

heads of Durham University’s 16 colleges are invited to robe and process at many special 

services and most of them take up the invitation. As such, the new Dean will be equipped 

to play a prominent role within one of the nation’s leading higher education institutions 

and further enhance the Cathedral’s partnership with the University – as well as forge 

stronger links with Sunderland University and other places of further education.  

 

In a similar vein, the Cathedral has long had oversight of children’s education through 

its Chorister School and Durham School. Both were founded in the 15th century and the 

Chapter owns the buildings on the two sites. The Chapter distanced itself from the 

management of Durham School about 25 years ago but maintained its role as the 

governing body of the Chorister School until 2021 when the two schools merged as 

Durham Cathedral Schools Foundation with strong representation of the Chapter on the 

Foundation’s governing body, with the Dean of Durham as Vice-Chair of Governors. This 

new model has huge potential, not least for the Cathedral Choir, but requires a strong 

lead from a new Dean as it puts down firm roots for the future.  

 

In addition, we enjoy strong links with many of the other schools, both state and 

independent in the city and the church schools throughout the Diocese of Durham and 
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our music outreach programme plays an active role in many of these schools both at their 

end and here at the Cathedral.  

 

Civic life in the North East is still remarkably open to Church activity and there is fertile 

ground here on which a new Dean of Durham will be able to develop. There are also 

many opportunities here to link the Cathedral’s mission to the wider community. The 

creative arts, science, the business community and the tourist industry all recognise 

Durham Cathedral as the goose that lays the golden egg for many of their initiatives and 

endeavours.  

 

Post-pandemic  

 

As it happens, the cost of living crisis is presenting greater challenges to the Cathedral 

than the pandemic. The pandemic was the catalyst for a change management programme 

that was already in sight and there have been some benefits from the effects of the 

pandemic as well as challenges and sadness. The most significant of these has been the 

online community of prayer which quickly formed itself around the Cathedral’s live-

streaming of its daily offices during lockdown and which has now been formally framed 

within a community which people join and agree to follow a simple rule of life. It 

numbers approximately 400 people and a new Dean of Durham will embrace its many 

blessings and the ongoing potential of the online provision of Durham Cathedral’s daily 

worship.  

 

Conclusion  

 

The Chapter is conscious that the official pool of available candidates is thin at the 

moment with many decanal vacancies to fill and it is keen to encourage people of stature 

who might not otherwise want to lead an English cathedral right now nevertheless to 

explore the possibility and consider that Durham is no ordinary cathedral church but is 

ready for a person of dynamism and charisma. Dean of Durham is not a job but a 

vocation. There is a strong and well-skilled Chapter in place who will support the new 

Dean in their ministry. We are relaxed and flexible in our approach to policy formation 

and problem-solving. We want to balance the development of our organisational culture 

and management style with a culture of celebration and joy with the Gospel of Jesus 

Christ at the heart of all that we do, say, think and pray. With the spirit of Cuthbert and 

Bede as our role models, much is achieved and much is possible. We look forward to a 

new Dean of Durham joining us on the journey.  

 

The Chapter of Durham Cathedral                 

November 2022 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

This briefing pack is produced by the appointment panel to provide further information 

about the key themes, opportunities and challenges which the panel have identified for 

the ministry of the next Dean.  

 

Useful resources 

 

The following websites may be of interest to people exploring a call to this role: 

• Durham Cathedral 

• Durham Cathedral Annual Report and Accounts 

• Diocese of Durham 

• Durham County Council 

• Durham University 

• Official Durham Tourism  

• Friends of Durham Cathedral 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.durhamcathedral.co.uk/
https://cdn.durhamcathedral.co.uk/files/Durham-Cathedral-Consolidated-Statutory-Accounts.pdf?v=1674471135&_ga=2.169506977.1819460555.1674756598-220875903.1652261577
https://durhamdiocese.org/
https://www.durham.gov.uk/
https://www.durham.ac.uk/
https://www.thisisdurham.com/
https://www.durhamcathedral.co.uk/support-us/friends-of-durham-cathedral
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ADDITIONAL DETAILS 

Stipend, housing and office space  

 

The stipend from 1 April 2023 for Deans is £39,953 per annum. The Dean will live in The 

Deanery, The College, Durham. The role will be offered under Common Tenure.  

 

Eligibility & pre-employment enquiries  

 

To be appointed as Dean you need to have been ordained for at least six years. Applicants 

should have the right to live and work in the United Kingdom. The appointed candidate 

will need to satisfactorily complete an Enhanced DBS check and pre-appointment 

occupational health clearance.  

 

Safeguarding 

 

Experience of your competence in managing safeguarding forms a key part of the 

discernment process, as well as enquiries to reassure the appointing panel that you are 

not a safeguarding risk.  

 

Shortlisted candidates will be asked to complete a confidential declaration and your 

bishop will provide a Clergy Current Status Letter (CCSL), prior to interview, having 

examined your blue file. We will also ask your referees to comment on your approach to 

managing safeguarding. 

 

In the event of safeguarding concerns being raised, the Archbishops’ Secretary for 

Appointments will liaise with your bishop, the Chair of the panel and the National 

Safeguarding Team (NST) for advice and direction on how to proceed. If any issues raised 

cannot be resolved within the timescales for the appointment process, you may be asked 

to withdraw. 

 

The appointment process 

 

The Dean of Durham is a Crown Appointment. Mrs Sue Snowdon has been invited by 

the Archbishop of York to chair the panel which has the responsibility to nominate the 

next Dean of Durham. The members of the selection panel are: 

 

Voting members  

The Rt Revd Paul Butler   Bishop of Durham 

Canon Dr Maria Cockerill   Chapter Representative 

The Very Revd Nicola Sullivan  Cathedral Representative  

Canon Mags Vaughan   College of Canons Representative 

Canon Dr Jamie Harrison    Bishop’s Council Representative 
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Non-Voting members  

The Revd Canon Remi Omole  Advisory Member 

Mr Stephen Knott    Archbishops’ Secretary for Appointments 

Mr Jonathan Hellewell    Prime Minister’s Appointments Secretary  

 

Induction and Development 

  

A transition coach will be available to support the next Dean as s/he takes up this new 

ministry. The new Dean will also be invited to attend safeguarding training alongside a 

series of other induction meetings to help them flourish in their new role.  

 

Next steps 

 

This briefing pack has been prepared by the appointment panel to help you discern 

whether you are being called by God to be the next Dean of Durham. If you have been 

stirred by what you have read and would like to discuss the role further, you can arrange 

a conversation with Stephen Knott, Archbishops’ Secretary for Appointments,  by                

e-mailing his Executive Assistant, Iona Smillie, at iona.smillie@churchofengland.org. 

 

To apply, please complete the online application form via Pathways. You are advised to 

read the guidance notes before starting your application. The closing date for applications 

is Sunday 26th February. Please be aware that the online application system will close at 

midnight on this day.  

 

As part of the interview process, we make use of psychometric profiling to support 

appointment and discernment work. Candidates will be invited to complete 

psychometric questionnaires and discuss the themes from these with an external 

consultant. If shortlisted, you will ideally need to be available to speak with the 

consultant. 

 

If you have any questions about the application process, please contact Liz Dore, 

Recruitment Manager, on 020 7898 1768 or e-mail aaav.office@churchofengland.org. 

 

The interviews will take place on Tuesday 18th and Wednesday 19th April in Durham. 

 

mailto:aaav.office@churchofengland.org
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4w69vc051i08ygq/Guidance%20for%20Deans%20applicants.pdf?dl=0
mailto:aaav.office@churchofengland.org

